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Where to watch Innocence and Desire (1974) starring Edwiga Fenech, Lionel Stander, Pasquale Fasciano, directed by Massimo
Dallamano. Ten Lives (10 Lives) ("Twenty-One Years") 118 min. 1971. USA. Paramount (John Warner). Drama Charlton

Heston, Melanie Griffith, Teri Hoon, Amory Cuoco, Gary Herbert, Gerald Britton, Meredith Innes, Philip Williams, Virginia
Costello, Judith Nelson, Reg Richardson. "Twenty-One" (Eng. Twenty-One) - the famous film by John Warner (1971), which
became the highest grossing film in the history of American cinema. Young actress Melania Griffin (Charlton Hoston), after a

falling out with her father Emilio (Heston), quits the welfare department and joins a group of economics students who are
looking for a new job. After several unsuccessful attempts by their group to fill a vacancy at a local college, a girl sees an ad for

a job at a large television company. She becomes the main character of the television series Thirty-Nine Inside and soon
receives a job offer in a new series. Unexpectedly, she falls in love with the show's host, an imposing television executive (Gary
Gerber), whom she helps and eventually abandons. The film takes place against the backdrop of the 1990s. At the center of its
plot is the story of a love triangle: Emilio, Emily (Melanie) and the mysterious but attractive Corey (Herbert). Richardson (as a
female lawyer), Bartell (a student of the same college), Fisher (a young pimp who dies at the end of the film) also starred in the

film as the main characters. After the success of Nine Women (1990) and Twelve Men (1995), Mancini worked on the Ten
Women project for several years and finished shooting it in just a month. Despite this, almost all the ideas of the film were
radically changed. The composition of the participants and the performers of the main roles has changed in the film. So, for

example, actor Jer starred in the role of Corey
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